Aspen

Design by Javier Taberner & Nacho Poveda

Shade shiny enamelled ceramic
oak wood / epoxi painted iron / textile cable
Without dimmer
Lamp not included
2382/011

white

2384/011

white

3xE14 max. 10W / LED

A

45 cm

2382/011

38 cm

2384/011

ASPEN allows inﬁnite possibilities: it can illuminate and decorate living rooms,
waiting rooms, bedside tables or spaces of all kinds in homes or installations,
providing a cheerful touch and indirect lighting, thanks to its opaque screen that
directs the light down. That makes it ideal for people who prefer not to see the light
bulb or spaces that require bright points of light that do not dazzle.
The collection consists of two shades and two heights, which gives us four models
in total. ASPEN is made with natural materials: oak wood and enameled ceramics.
The interior of the shade houses three lamp holders E14, which allow both the use
of incandescent or LED lamps.

53 cm

The ASPEN family consists of four models of table lamp. We can not help it: its
look reminds us of a nice and shiny ceramic mushroom.

31 cm

www.almalight.com

Aspen

Design by Javier Taberner & Nacho Poveda

Shade shiny enamelled ceramic
Structure oak wood / epoxi painted iron / textile cable
Without dimmer
Lamp not included
2383/011

white

2385/011

white

3xE14 max. 10W / LED

A

35 cm

2383/011

38 cm

The ASPEN family consists of four models of table lamp. We can not help it: its
look reminds us of a nice and shiny ceramic mushroom.
ASPEN allows inﬁnite possibilities: it can illuminate and decorate living rooms,
waiting rooms, bedside tables or spaces of all kinds in homes or installations,
providing a cheerful touch and indirect lighting, thanks to its opaque screen that
directs the light down. That makes it ideal for people who prefer not to see the light
bulb or spaces that require bright points of light that do not dazzle.
The collection consists of two shades and two heights, which gives us four models
in total. ASPEN is made with natural materials: oak wood and enameled ceramics.
The interior of the shade houses three lamp holders E14, which allow both the use
of incandescent or LED lamps.

43 cm

2385/011

31 cm

www.almalight.com

